As the City of San Diego considers reforming the regulation of its taxi industry, this report presents results of a survey of San Diego taxi drivers conducted in March and April of 2013. We surveyed more than 300 taxi drivers, asking about earnings, expenses, hours, health care, vehicle safety and industry practices. While the city’s taxi drivers are technically independent contractors, the vast majority lease rather than own the taxis they drive. This report focuses on those “lease drivers.”

Taxis are a crucial link in San Diego’s public transportation network. In a metropolitan area with few mass transit options, taxis are vital for the region’s tourism industry, as well as for local businesses and residents. The City of San Diego issues taxi permits and regulates the industry through a contracted agency, the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS). Rather than renewing the five-year MTS contract when it expires in June 2013, the City has decided to extend the contract one year while studying options for reforming the system.

The findings reported here reveal problems with the taxi regulatory system and working conditions that have serious impacts on public health and safety, as well as the lives of the drivers and their families.

Key findings:

1) Almost 90% of licensed taxi drivers in San Diego are “lease drivers,” who rent the cars from individual or business owners, usually by the week.

2) San Diego taxi drivers earn a median of less than $5 an hour. They must drive for more than 70 hours a week to earn what a minimum-wage worker makes in 40 hours.

3) Virtually no drivers have job-related health coverage or workers’ compensation insurance, and few are covered for injuries in case of accidents.

4) The current system encourages taxi drivers to drive when tired or sick, and allows lax vehicle maintenance, putting public health and safety at risk.

5) City permits are re-sold on the open market without regulation, for tens of thousands of dollars more than their purchase price. As a result, drivers pay high lease prices and are blocked from becoming owner-operators.

While they lack employee benefits, drivers also are denied the business practices standard for independent contractors.
Almost 90% of licensed taxi drivers in San Diego are “lease drivers” who rent the cars from individual or business owners, usually by the week.

While taxi drivers are legally treated as independent contractors, and are required to have business licenses, 89% of licensed drivers do not own a taxi. Rather the cars and the taxi permits, sometimes referred to as “medallions,” are owned by other individuals or businesses, referred to as “permit holders” or owners. Throughout this report, unless otherwise noted, the term “drivers” refers to “lease drivers,” who rent the cars they drive.

Most taxi permit holders in San Diego are not owner-operators who drive their own cabs. By cross-referencing a San Diego County Sheriff’s list of all licensed taxi drivers with an MTS list of all permit holders, we found that almost 60% of individuals who own taxis are not even licensed to drive a taxi. Of the 1,058 taxis registered under MTS, 726 (69%) are owned by permit holders who own multiple vehicles; only about a quarter of those are owned or co-owned by a licensed driver and all have lease drivers licensed to operate them. Only 18% of taxis are owned by a licensed taxi driver who owns just one cab, and two-thirds of those also have lease drivers licensed to drive them.

The third major player is the dispatch company, of which Yellow Cab is the largest in San Diego. Every taxi must be affiliated with a dispatch service, which takes and distributes calls, does advertising, and sometimes manages the drivers, collects their lease payments and takes care of other financial operations such as credit card charges and insurance.

The largely unregulated relationship between drivers and the permit holders is at the crux of many of the complaints drivers have about working conditions, safety and pay.

Figure 1. Only 6% of SD taxis are licensed to be driven only by the owner.

*Some owners are licensed taxi drivers but also lease out their cabs. See text for details.
San Diego taxi drivers earn a median of less than $5 an hour. They must drive for more than 70 hours a week to earn what a minimum-wage worker makes in 40 hours.

The median earnings of lease drivers, including tips, amount to $4.45 an hour, despite the fact that San Diego has the second highest fare rates in the country. Although lease drivers work a median of 71 hours a week, they take home a weekly average of only $317.

Net earnings are so low because drivers’ expenses are high, especially for the lease and gas. The lease rate averages approximately $400 a week for 12 hours a day, and substantially more for a 24-hour lease. Drivers report spending an average of $256 a week on gas, plus an estimated $60 a week on miscellaneous costs: car washes, cell phone service, tickets, repairs and credit card fees, which account for the largest portion of these costs. Aside from gas costs, these figures are comparable with and even lower than estimates produced by an MTS consultant in 2011.

Regulations require that the owner equip each taxi with a credit card machine. When passengers pay with credit cards, the dispatch companies usually deduct 5% to 10% of the fare, far above the 1% to 2% transaction fee charged by the card companies.

Drivers report that tips are almost always charged with the fare when passengers use credit cards, so the fee is deducted from their tips as well. Although drivers report that only 27% of their passengers, on average, come from dispatch calls, these fees apply to charged fares regardless. Cell phone alternatives for credit card processing might lower the drivers’ costs, but we estimate that 85% of drivers use the dispatch company machines; some said they were told it is required, some did not know of the alternatives and others said customers often are suspicious of the cell phone method.

In addition, drivers lose income when the vehicle is out of service. Besides missed fares, they sometimes also continue to incur debt when owners do not pro-rate the lease while cars are off the road for repairs that are the owners’ responsibility. Drivers also must continue to pay the lease but lose many hours’ income for circumstances such as drunken customers vomiting in the taxi, which causes the additional expense of professionally cleaning the carpet and upholstery.

Due to high expenses, fewer than 10% of drivers earn even the equivalent of California’s minimum wage of $8 an hour. In addition, if the drivers were hourly employees, they would legally have to receive time-and-a-half overtime pay for any hours over 40 a week. The drivers surveyed averaged eight years of experience, and there was no significant correlation between years of experience and higher earnings. Rather, drivers continue to work long hours and struggle to cover expenses after years in the industry.

**Figure 2. Taxi drivers take home only 30 cents of each dollar collected, including tips.**
Ninety-nine percent of drivers report that they are not covered by employment-based health insurance. The combination of very low wages and absence of health coverage means the public subsidizes the industry in terms of the provision of healthcare to drivers and their families. Only 10% have private health insurance, mainly through a spouse's job or private purchase, while 18% report that they are covered by government programs like Medi-Cal and 71% report being completely uninsured. The uninsured must rely on public clinics and emergency rooms for care, and those costs are typically passed on to insurance ratepayers or covered by public funds. Hence, the public is subsidizing coverage for workers in a particularly unhealthy industry, where drivers are subject not only to injury from accidents and attacks, but also commonly suffer such ailments as leg, foot and back pain, diabetes from infrequent bathroom use, and weight gain and high blood pressure from sitting for 12 hours a day. The majority (52%) also have children at home, 85% of whom are either uninsured (31%) or covered by a government program (54%).

Compounding the lack of health insurance, the vast majority of lease drivers in San Diego also are not covered for injuries or accidents by workers’ compensation or the owner’s auto insurance, although taxi driving is one of the most dangerous occupations. As non-employees, they are not entitled to workers’ compensation but could purchase it for themselves; however 78% did not know of the program, and virtually none were enrolled in it. Furthermore, almost three-quarters report that they are not covered for medical expenses on the car insurance of the taxis they drive, and an additional 12% do not know if they are covered.

Figure 3: Almost all taxi drivers lack standard pay and benefits.
While drivers lack the rights and benefits discussed above because they are technically independent contractors, neither does their treatment by owners conform to standard business-to-business practices. Almost half (49%) of drivers have no written lease agreement with their permit holder and even more (63%) report that they have no written information about what the lease covers.

This situation is ripe for violations of the regulations that do exist. For instance, the city policy governing the taxi industry (Ordinance 11) requires owners to repair and maintain the vehicles. However, almost 20% of lease drivers report paying for routine vehicle repair and mechanical maintenance themselves and 27% report paying for accident repairs. Moreover, half of all drivers do not get receipts for their lease payments and another 10% only sometimes get receipts. Considering that 97% report paying their lease at least partially in cash, this means that tens of millions of dollars are changing hands each year without documentation. For drivers expected to operate as small businesses, the result is that they do not have records of their largest business expense for tax purposes.

Drivers lack control over basic decisions that affect their businesses. For example, they cannot choose which dispatch company they are affiliated with or what advertising is displayed on the cars they drive – including ads for bars or other businesses that may violate their religious beliefs. Income from the ads goes to the permit holders or the dispatch company, not the driver leasing the car.

Drivers also rarely have the freedom to choose to lease fewer than 12 hours a day or seven days a week. Some owners insist on a 24-hour lease and refuse to let the driver split it with someone else. Furthermore, lease drivers must acquire a “hire slip” from a permit holder to qualify for the taxi license issued by the sheriff, and those licenses tie them to specific permit holders. If either party severs the relationship, the driver must get a “hire slip” from someone else and then wait for and pay for a new sheriff’s license.

“As a driver I must take credit cards. But the owner… takes only cash. Besides that, no receipt! If you ask for a receipt, the next morning you can be out.”
Virtually all (99%) of taxi leases are for either 12 or 24 hours a day, and 86% are for 7-day weeks, which encourages drivers to drive long hours to cover the high lease costs and other expenses, and still earn even a meager income. As a result, the lease drivers work a median of 71 hours a week. Almost 80% drive 6 days a week or more, with the majority (53%) driving 7 days a week. On days they work, 82% report working at least 10-hour shifts, with the majority (54%) working 12 hours or more.

The public safety hazard of driving long shifts was made clear in 2011 when an exhausted taxi driver fell asleep after many hours at the wheel and crashed into a crowd outside the Stingaree Night Club in downtown San Diego. Dozens were injured and the angry crowd assaulted the driver.\(^4\)

Drivers also often drive when they are sick because of financial pressures. Besides the loss of potential fare income, they get no sick-time relief from the obligation to pay the lease. Two-thirds of drivers report paying the lease for days they do not drive, most commonly because of illness. As one driver said: “When I call off sick, it’s like I have to pay my company to be sick.” Another driver explained that after driving with the flu for several days she ended up in the emergency room, for which the hospital later billed her $4,000. The current system creates a strong incentive for drivers to work despite illness or injury, which may impair their driving and may expose passengers to communicable diseases.

Vehicle safety is another serious concern for the public, as well as the drivers. According to MTS records, safety violations were found in almost all the 95 taxis stopped for traffic violations and other reasons between July 2011 and July 2012: “98.05 percent of vehicles contacted were taken out of service. Of those vehicles, 94.05 percent was because of safety violations.”\(^5\)

Even at the airport, the only area in the City with a vehicle age limit on taxis, spot inspections of random vehicles in 2012 resulted in 44% taken out of service for safety violations.\(^6\) According to our survey, 38% of taxis on the road in San Diego are 10 years or older. The majority (53%) of cars have 200,000 miles or more, with nearly 20% at 300,000 miles or higher.

---

\(^4\) The current system encourages taxi drivers to drive when tired or sick, and allows lax vehicle maintenance, putting public health and safety at risk.

\(^5\) The public safety hazard of driving long shifts was made clear in 2011 when an exhausted taxi driver fell asleep after many hours at the wheel and crashed into a crowd outside the Stingaree Night Club in downtown San Diego. Dozens were injured and the angry crowd assaulted the driver.

\(^6\) Even at the airport, the only area in the City with a vehicle age limit on taxis, spot inspections of random vehicles in 2012 resulted in 44% taken out of service for safety violations.
During our surveys and in-depth interviews, we repeatedly heard from drivers that owners commonly postpone vehicle maintenance and even manipulate inspection results. One driver showed us how he had covered up the “check engine” and other maintenance lights on the dashboard with little pieces of paper so as not to worry customers, because his owner would not fix the problems. Several drivers reported newer tires being put on vehicles before a scheduled safety inspection and then switched back afterward, with one driver recounting that he had been fired because he did not want to let the owner “borrow” the tires from his leased vehicle for the inspection of another taxi. When drivers were asked in an open-ended question what would most improve the industry for the public, the most common answer was better vehicle safety.

“I pay lease, I pay gas, so I must make a certain amount of money every day… I must drive very long every day. I do not see my kids. Sometimes I leave before they are awake and when I come home they are asleep.”

“When I call off sick, it’s like I have to pay my company to be sick.”

Demographics of drivers surveyed:

- Gender: 97% male
- Average age: 43
- Immigrants: 94%
- Average years in US: 16
- Region of origin: 65% East Africa, 15% Middle East, 6% Other Africa, 6% US, 4% Latin America
- Residence: Majority live in City Heights or contiguous zip codes
Although permits are issued by MTS for a fee of $3,000, they are re-sold on the open market for up to 45 times this amount. In 2011, an MTS consultant estimated the range on permit re-sales to be $35,000 to $110,000 based on individual accounts. We estimate the 2013 price to be even higher. Eight owner-operators in our survey estimated the current value of their permits, and both the mean and median were $140,000. It should be clarified that these permits are not private property; according to the City Attorney they are a privilege that can be granted, withdrawn, altered or revoked. However, the permits are re-sold with very little regulation and no income to the city or its agent MTS, which receives just $1,992 to $4,400 per transfer to cover administrative expenses.

Regulation of this market could increase revenue for the City and reign in the extraordinary resale prices. The high prices for permits have two major detrimental effects: 1) They drive up lease rates charged by permit holders trying to recoup the costs, and 2) They create an insurmountable hurdle for drivers who wish to become owner-operators but cannot afford the permits.

Further blocking the path to taxi ownership for the drivers, city policy gives preference for new permits to companies over individuals. According to City Policy 500-02, issued in June 2012, 60% of new taxi permits will be issued as single permits to experienced drivers.

An owner:

“I buy taxi permit and, like property or anything else, it is like investment. So I lease out to my driver and I need to make profit, too. It is my investment and I still pay for it, so I must charge more than that per day to make profit.”
Lease drivers in San Diego have no legal protection from retaliation by permit holders. This vulnerability not only demonstrably reduces the drivers’ ability to participate in an open discussion of the industry, but also prevents them from ensuring the safety of themselves and their customers. In the survey, half the drivers report being scared that the permit holder would fire or suspend them (or “take away the key”) if they brought up a problem with the vehicle, and a full two-thirds fear going to MTS – the regulatory agency – if their owner did not fix a problem with the vehicle. The common perception is that MTS would inform the owner who would then retaliate against the driver. Anecdotally, a number of drivers recounted that the owner had taken the keys after they complained about the vehicle or spoke up at public meetings or to authorities – and a few were blacklisted. Some drivers we spoke to have not been able to find work again, while others had difficulty finding a new position.

One driver reported having the keys taken away after he complained that the air conditioner did not work during a particularly busy conference week in the summer. Seeking a new job, he was rejected by another permit holder, who said: “Your boss told me that you’re trouble.”

Another driver said: “When you complain, they kick you out and they tell to each other.”

We attended a driver meeting where drivers were encouraged to run for the Taxi Advisory Committee of MTS, but responded that they would not step forward because they would be fired, and that they feared being fired just for attending the meeting. This raises serious concerns about the ability of lease drivers to participate in the civic process of reforming the City’s taxi system, without protections from retaliation.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:

The City of San Diego has an opportunity and responsibility to reform the taxi industry. New governance of the industry should include policies that encourage decent working conditions, protect public health and safety, and resolve the limbo status that leaves lease drivers with neither legally-mandated employee protections nor the standard treatment afforded business owners.

For the short term, we suggest three main policies that have been successfully implemented in other cities:

1. A standard lease agreement for use between lease drivers and permit holders, developed by the City, that specifies the following:
   1. A cap on lease rates
   2. A requirement that owners provide written receipts for all lease payments
   3. A limit on the number of hours drivers work in each 24-hour period
   4. Provision for drivers to take one day off each week in which they are not liable for lease payments
   5. Owner responsibility for vehicle insurance and maintenance

The lease agreement should be enforceable and include a simple and equitable dispute resolution process. Permit holders must be required to give drivers a written copy of the agreement, which should be in simple language and available in the most common languages spoken by the drivers.

- An age limit and mileage cap on all vehicles, and more consistent safety inspections. If cars are taken out of service because of safety violations, the driver should receive a refund on the lease for the number of days (or partial days) that the vehicle is not available.

- A policy prohibiting the firing or blacklisting of drivers in retaliation for 1) participating in activities to improve the industry, including consulting with city staff or their agents, or 2) complaining about their own treatment or the safety or maintenance of their vehicles. A simple complaint system should be developed to encourage reporting of safety problems.

With these policies in place, the City should fund an education program to make sure all permit holders and drivers are aware of their rights and responsibilities. These rights and responsibilities should be clearly posted in each vehicle.

In the long term:

- The City should reform the system so that lease drivers are either afforded the protections of employees or are given ample and realistic opportunities to become owner-operators. Various models exist in other cities to transform the out-of-control permit transfer market, which currently drives high leases and unsafe conditions, into a controlled system that benefits both the City and the majority of taxi drivers.
Methods

We conducted 331 surveys by approaching drivers at taxi stands throughout the City of San Diego. We surveyed drivers at 25 sites from La Jolla to the US-Mexican border, with no one site accounting for more than 14% of our sample. At most sites, we conducted surveys during both day and night shifts. Of the 331 survey participants, 311 were lease drivers, a significant number given that an analysis of the San Diego County Sheriff’s list of licensed taxi drivers indicates there are approximately 1,850 lease drivers in the City of San Diego.

An analysis of information obtained from the sheriff and MTS allowed us to compare our sample to the total population of lease drivers in San Diego on the following measures: gender, zip code, ethnicity of lease drivers, radio dispatch distribution and size of company. We determined that our sample of lease drivers is representative.

Because owner-operators make up a small share of active taxi drivers, our sample only yielded 20 surveys of owner operators. Although those surveys provided useful information, the raw number was not sufficient to produce reliable analysis of owner-operator characteristics. While owner-operators comprised 6% of our sample, we calculate they make up 11% of licensed taxi drivers; it is not known how many are actively driving since most have lease drivers also licensed to drive their cabs. In the entire MTS region, (City of San Diego, El Cajon, Imperial Beach, La Mesa, Lemon Grove, Poway and Santee) there are 246 licensed taxi drivers who are registered as owners with MTS and 1,969 who are not (11% and 89% respectively). A different analysis of MTS ownership data resulted in a similar estimate of the percentage of drivers who are owners.

In addition to the surveys, we conducted 20 in-depth interviews, 17 with lease drivers and three with owners to gain a fuller picture of the issues. We also attended driver meetings, where issues were discussed among themselves and with the Mayor, to get a broader understanding of our results in the context of worker concerns.
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